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ABSTRACT

A number of applied problems connected with the interpretation of geophysical data
leads to the resolution of ill-posed problems of the form Ax — ye, where A is an
integral operator and ys— some measurements. In the resolution of these problems by
the Tikhonov's variational method, the choice of the stabilizing functional is crucial and
needs some a-priori informations about the exact solution.
Here the norm of the interpolation spaces Xo^, which depends on two parameters 0 <
0 < 1, l<<7<oo i s proposed as a stabilizing functional. The a-priori information about
the exact, solution is characterized by its membership in one of the interpolation spaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In numerical analysis, the ill-posed problems are characterized by the fact that a small
variation of the initial data can entail a large variation of the solutions. There is a vast
class of ill-posed problems. It is, for example, the problems of
- resolution of the operator equation of the first kind
- minimization of functionals
- summation of Fourier series wit'i given approximate coefficients
- linear algebra .
Also to the class of ill-posed problems belong the problerr? allied " hr.i-rsc problems "'.
They are intimately connected with the interpretation of physic J experiments data. Dur-
ing the experiments the initial data are always obtained approximately, so i :,e instability
of the ill-posed problems leads to the uon-unicity of the solu:: ?•:;; In ilic limit of the given
precision. Thus it becomes necessary to formulate a principle of " selection ~ of the ap-
proximate solution among the set of possible solutions.

The principle of selection formulated by A.N.Tikhonov allowed the introduction of
regularizing algorithms in the resolution of ill-posed problems with approximately given
initial data [1]. The main idea at the basis of the construction of the regularizing algo-
rithms is the use of additional a-priori information about the exact solution. If it is known
that the exact solution belongs to a given space,then we look for the approximate solution
in the same space to obtain an " optimal " solution of the problem under consideration.

The principle of selection of the approximate solution formulated by Tikhonov is re-
alized by the variational method [1].

Let us consider the ill-posed problem

K x = y6, 6 > 0, (1)

where K is an integral operator acting from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y.
The kernel k(t,s) of the operator K is continuous. The Tikhonov's variational method
consists on finding an element of a subspace of X which minimizes a functional O(x)
called stabilizing functional in the set of possible solutions

Q6 = {x e X/\\Kx-ys\\Y < 8}, (2)

where 5 is the error on the right-hand side of (1). This element, if it converges to the
exact solution when 6 tends to 0, is called the regularized solution of the problem (1).

The minimization problem with constraint formulated boils down to the following
minimization problem without constraint:

Ma[x] = \\Kx-ys\\Y (3)

where Q > 0 is a regularization parameter, depending on the accuracy 5 of the problem.
The functional A/Q[x] is called the Tikhonov's functional.



Usually, as stabilizing functional one chooses the norm or a power of the norm of a
suhspace of A', which is chosen according to the a-priori information on the class of mem-
bership of the exact solution.

Thus, for the resolution of the integral equation of the first kind

/ k{t,s)x(s) ds = y6(t), c<t<d,
Ja

(4)

where x(s) € L>[a,b\.yt(t) 6 2-:>[c,d\. Tikhonov, using the a-priori information that the
exact solution is a continuous, almost everywhere differentiable and square integrable
function on [a,b] proposed [1]

i i-

Ma\x] = k{t,s)x(s)ds - ys\\

where \\'-l C L> is the Sobolev's space.

In [2], using the a-priori information that the exact solution belongs to the class of
functions of bounded variation on [a,b], the following Tikhonov's functional is proposed

v(t,) -

where :(,•/,(/) = r},(t) — xj(<)— the step function with step length A = (b — a)/N for agi'-en
Ar > 0, Vj[x]- the variation of the function x{t), and x(t) = V^[x] - v{t), 6(x)- the
Hcavisidc function.

In some inverses problems of geophysic it is known that the solutions are convex or
monotonkt, and these informations are used to get a regularizing algorithm, based on a
judicious choice of the stabilizing functional [3].

Thus the choice of the stabilizing functional and so the subspace of membership of
the exact solution plays a decisive role in the realization of the Tikhonov's method of
resolution of ill-posed problems.

In a generalization attempt of the choice of the stabilizing functional, the theory of
cones in the Banach spaces has been introduced in the resolution of ill-posed problems
[4]. This idea is justified by the fact that a great part, of the special sets considered for the
choice of the stabilizing functional are cones, for example the cone of monotonic functions,
or the cone of convex functions etc... The Tikhonov functional proposed for the problem
(1) has the form

U°[x] = k{t,s)x{s)ds - y6 IMlL- (5)

where Ko is a cone in Ln, containing the exact solution.

Here, another generalization attempt is given, using the theory of interpolation spaces
between two given Banach spaces. In fact the norm of the interpolation spaces provides a
set of stabilizing functionals being a family of functions depending on several parameters.
An example of this application is given in [5], where the problem

' * x)(t) = Javk(t-s)x{s)ds = jfc(t), (£ffv. (6)

is considerd. The a-priori information about the exact solution is characterized by its
membership in some Nikolskii-Besov space Bj,g{RN) with arbitrary positive (including
small) order of smoothness. The Tikhonov functional used is

Ma[x] = JUKfX-ytW^,. (7)

The approximate solution obtained is also an element of some Nikolskii-Besov space, and
its characteristics are computed.

2 Interpolation Spaces and Regularization methods

Let
A' = (A-0,A',)

a pair of Banach spaces [6]. We put

A(A') = A'oDA', and £(AT) = A'0+AV

Following Peetre, we define the K-functional of x S S(X) by

A"(£,x;A'0,Xi) = K(t,x) = inf (||x0|Vo + t||xi||Xl), t e R+, x£ € AV (8)

Using (8) we define the interpolation functor [6] £4. putting

where $ is a Banach lattice of measurable functions on R+. In the case '5 = <3»e,,, where

•*... = (/..rwff.
the notation A'fli, is used. So the interpolation spaces between two Banach spaces A'o and X\
are defined by

Xe,q = LeH(X)/\\x\\eq = QT° (t-eK{t,x))q y ) ' '* <

Let us consider now in abstract an operator equation of the first kind

Ax = ys,

4

(9)



where x G A", ijt € Y, X, Y are Banach spaces, A is a linear continuous operator with a
non-bounded inverse A"1. It is assumed that the exact solution i e exists and KerA = 0.
Let

**(*) = IMI.V.. (10)
where Xo is a subspace dense in X, containing the exact solution. In the theory of reg-
ularizntion it is well known [1,7] that the following properties guarantee the existence of
regularized solutions of the problem (9) in A'o :
- A'o is compact in X,
- A'o satisfies the Efimov-Stechkin property (see definition 1 below).

Definition 1.
A Banadi space A'o satisfies the Efimov-Stcchkin property if A'o is reflexive and for any
sequence {:tv} :u 'd an element x.o in A'o the conditions

when v —» oo imply

0 (a{A'o*, A'o)) , ||^||.v0 — • l|xo||.Yo

a:w - xo||.Vo —• 0 ( i z - o o ) .

Remark.
The Hilbcrt spaces trivially satisfy the Efimov-Stechkin property.

In the theory of interpolation spaces the following theorem is well-known [6].

Theorem 1.
Let A'o be a compact subspacc in A'i. Then the interpolation spaces

A'o,,, = (A'o, A'I )o,, 0 < 0 < 1, l<q<oo

arc compact in A'I and A'o0,,,0 in A'o,,,, for 0 < 0o < 0\ < 1 and any qo,q\-

For the Efimov-Stechkin property, we have.

Theorem 2. [S].
Let A'o and A'I lie a couple of Banach spaces such that A'o is dense in A'i,A'o and A'(
satisfy the Efimov-Stechkin property. Then the interpolation spaces

A'o,, = (A'o, A'i)o,, 0 < 0 < 1, 1 < 9 < oo

satisfy the Efimov-Stechkin property.

These two theorems guarantee the existence of the regularized solutions in the inter-
polation spaces between two given Banach spaces Xo and A'I (A'o C A'I) which satisfy
appropriate conditions.

So in the resolution of the problem (9) we propose the following Tikhonov's functional

M&M = WA x - y6\\y + a||x||0,, 0 < 8 < 1, 1 < q < oo, (11)

5

where r > 0, and ins'ead of

we have

with

||Xo

fi(i) = | |i | |J4

A'o,, = (A'n, A'i)o,,.

The approximate solution is the given by the extremal problem

(12)

In case of non-differentiability of the Tikhonov's functional ftlg [x\, we look for the sub-
differential [9] noted dM^q[x] and verify the condition

0 G dM&KJ, (13)

if Xgq is a solution of the minimization problem (12).

3 Example

In some cases the Peetrc functional K(t.x) is obtained in the explicit form and the norm
of the interpolation spaces can be easily calculated.

Let us consider the problem (9) for the pair of Banach spaces (H'jf, Lp j and the

operator A acts from L,, to Lp. It is assumed that the exact solution belongs to the

interpolation space

A'e,, = (V ' Lp) 0 < 0 < 1, 1 < q < oo.

According to theorems 1 and 2 the regularized solution exists and belongs to A'o.,. In this
case the Pcetre functional is given by [6]

K(t,x) = (14)

and

If*

Hence

(15)

where r > 0. For p = r = 2 and £ = 1, the approximate solution of problem (9) in the
interpolation spaces between L^ and \V\ is given by

= \\A x - inf. (16)



Theorem 3.
For any a > 0,0 and q fixed, t > 1 the problem (16) admits a unique solution xf°'q e X0,q
and

||x||L2 < —(QOy">\\y6\\L2. (17)

Proof.
The functional Mg,t is Frechet differentiable and strongly convex. So its minimum is
achieved at a unique point arj1"'* € Xgq :

As

then

and

x € A*$tq

inf M^{x] < MgJO],

\\xf'('\\L2 < -—

The clement .r̂ 1'"'7 at which the functional Mgq achieves a minimum is a solution of
the following Etiler equation

+ V 1 ' = A'gt. (18)

Theorem 4.
Let xc € A',,.,, and KcrA = 0. Then

when i1) — 0 if n('i) —» 0 such that

The proof of theorem 4 repeats the chain of reasoning in similar theorem from [3].
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